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Abstract. Gait along with body structure has been recognized as a po-
tential biometric feature for identifying human beings. The spatial and
temporal shape of motion of an individual is usually the same for all
gait cycles and is considered to be unique to that individual. In this pa-
per we introduce a Temporal Slice based approach for gait recognition.
Temporal Slices are a set of two-dimensional images extracted along the
time dimension of an image volume. They encode a rich set of visual
patterns for similarity measure and have been widely used for motion
detection. We show that the features obtained from tensor histogram of
these temporal slices can be efficiently used as gait features for recogni-
tion of human beings.

Keywords: Gait biometrics, Temporal Slices, Tensor Histogram, Mul-
ticlass SVM.

1 Introduction

Recognition and verification of human beings is a major security concern in
many restricted areas.There are various methods used to address this problem
including use of signatures and passwords, biometric feature based methods like
facial recognition, iris scan, fingerprints, etc. But none of these methods can be
hidden from the suspects or people being monitored. Rather, they require coop-
eration from the subject in some way or the other. Till now the only perceivable
biometric feature that can be captured from a distance is the gait. People walk-
ing in a passage can be easily monitored by hidden cameras, that too without
hindering the normal activities in that arena.

Gait is the style of walking of a person. It can be termed as the shape of
motion. Gait, together with the body structure, can be used as an efficient
biometric feature for uniquely identifying a person. In fact, early medical studies
show that there are 24 different components to human gait, and that, if all the
measurements are considered, the gait of an individual is unique. Statistics show
that if there are no external factors involved, the possibility of two individuals
having the same pattern formed by their gait and body structure is also less [1,2].
External factors that can affect gait includes prior knowledge of being monitored,
voluntary attempt to copy other’s style of walking, injury, pregnancy, etc.

The gait of a person is a periodic activity with each gait cycle covering two
strides; the left foot forward and the right foot forward. Gait biometrics can be
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considered to be derived from the shape and dynamics of the two strides. The
gait dynamics is vulnerable to change under varying factors like walking surface,
walking speed, etc. So, gait dynamics alone cannot be considered as a stable
source of biometric information [3]. Both the shape and the dynamics of a gait
cycle for a person forms the gait biometric feature for that person.

Gait volume is a collection of image sequences of an individual in a gait cycle.
Temporal slices provide rich visual pattern and have so far been used for motion
characterization. It can also have the potential of characterizing human motion
as well as distinguishing one subject from another.

2 Related Work

Current gait recognition approaches may be classified into two main classes
[1,2,4,5] Model based Approach and Motion based Approach. Both methodolo-
gies follow the general framework of feature extraction, feature correspondence
and high-level processing. The major difference is with regard to feature cor-
respondence between two consecutive frames. Model based approach aims at
modeling human body structure or motion and extracts image features from
these models. They generally perform model matching in each frame of a walk-
ing sequence to match the model parameters such as trajectories, limb length
and angular speed [5]. Motion based or appearance based approach character-
izes the whole body movement pattern by a compact representation regardless
of the underlying structure. It can be further classified into state-space method
and spatio-temporal method [2]. State space method considers gait motion to be
composed of a sequence of static body poses and recognizes it by considering tem-
poral variations of observations with respect to that static pose. Spatio-temporal
method characterizes the spatio temporal distribution generated by gait motion
in its continuum.

Liu and Sarkar [3] categorized gait recognition approaches into the following
three types: i) Temporal Alignment Based ii) Static Parameter Based and iii)
Silhouette Shape Based. The temporal alignment based approach emphasizes
both shape and dynamics. It aims at extracting features from silhouettes, pre-
shape representation, silhouette parts and Fourier descriptors. A sequence of
these features is aligned with the sequence to be matched by either simple tem-
poral correlation [2], dynamic time warping [6], hidden Markov models [4], phase
locked-loops or Fourier analysis. The distance measure is either Euclidean [2],
simple dot product-based or Procrustes distance. The Static Parameter Based
approach uses parameters to characterize gait dynamics, such as stride length,
cadence, stride speed and sometimes static body parameters like ratio of vari-
ous body parts. The Silhouette Shape Based approach emphasizes on silhouette
shape similarity and disregards temporal information. This approach generally
transforms the silhouette sequence into a single image representation such as av-
eraged silhouette [5] or an image representation derived from the width vectors
in each frame (Freize patterns).
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Sagawa et al. [8] applied fourier transforms on the sliced planes of image
volume to extract the frequency characteristics of gait for an individual. They
used these frequency characteristics for tracking the moving individuals in a
video shot. Ngo [7] used temporal histogram to find the distribution of local
orientation in the temporal slices obtained from the image volume of a video shot.
The feature vector obtained from orientation histogram was used for clustering
and retrieval of video shots.

3 Temporal Slice Based Approach

Our approach is based on the analysis and processing of gait patterns in temporal
slice images. A temporal slice is a set of two-dimensional (2-D) images extracted
along the time dimension of an image volume.The gait volume is the set of
temporal images in a gait cycle and the temporal slices are extracted from this
gait volume. One dimension of the temporal slice is time and another dimension
is the x or y axis of the spatial frames in a gait volume.

Fig. 1. Sequence of Frames in a Gait cycle (here, N=7)

If there are N number of frames in a gait cycle and the image size is height
× width (Figure 1), the gait volume will be a 3D representation of dimension
height × width × N (Figure 2). Thus, gait volume has one dimension as time
while the other dimension has 2D frame sequences in the spatial domain. Figure 2
represents a gait volume of seven frame sequences in time domain. The horizontal
slice (Figure 3 (a)) has one dimension as the time and another dimension as x
axis (i.e. y value is fixed). In vertical slice (Figure 3 (b)) dimensions are time
and y axis (height), value of x (width) is fixed.

We apply Gaussian derivatives of the horizontal slice to obtain the partial
derivatives along the x axis (Hx) and the partial derivatives along the time axis
(Ht). Using these gradient vectors we calculate the gradient tensor as follows:

Q =
(

Hx
Ht

)
(Hx Ht) (1)

=
(

Hx
2 HxHt

HxHt Hx
2

)
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Fig. 2. Gait Volume

Fig. 3. (a) Horizontal Slice (b) Vertical Slice of a gait volume

Which can be written as:

Q =
(

q11 q12
q21 q22

)
(2)

Here, Hx and Ht are multiplied pixel by pixel, i.e. Hx
2(i, j) = Hx(i, j) ∗Hx(i, j)

and so on.
After calculating gradient tensor for all the horizontal slices, we get a gradient

tensor cube. The gradient tensor cube consists of three cubes q11,q12,q22 each
of the same dimension as that of the gait volume.

On this gradient tensor cube, we use Sobel averaging over a 3x3 window (on
each of q11,q12,q22 separately to get S11,S12,S22). The averaging is done in
spatial domain, i.e. by fixing the time value. This gives us the structure tensor
(τ).

τ =
(

S11 S12
S21 S22

)
(3)

Here, S11,S12,S22 are the 3D cubes of the same size as that of the gait volume.
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The Sobel averaging is done for edge detection; S11 gives orientation in x
direction, S22 in time direction and S12 in both the directions.

The angle of rotation of the principle axes of the structure tensor for each
pixel is given by:

θ =
1
2

arctan
2S12

S11 − S22
(4)

The local orientation of a pixel can be written as:

φ =

⎧⎨
⎩

θ − π
2 θ > 0

θ + π
2 otherwise

Thus, φ =
[
−π

2 , +π
2

]
The certainty factor with which a pixel has a particular local orientation is

given by:

c =
(S11 − S22)2 + 4S12

2

(S11 + S22)2
(5)

After getting the orientation angle and the certainty factor for each pixel, the
orientation angles are quantized. Here we quantize the orientation angle into 8
levels between

[
−π

2 , +π
2

]
.

All the pixels having the same orientation are grouped together and their
certainty factors are added. This is done for each frame to obtain a 1D orientation
histogram for each frame. This 1D orientation is summed across the time domain
to give a vector (equal to the number of quantization levels of orientation angle),
which constitutes a feature vector for the horizontal slices.

Similar procedure is applied on the vertical slices to get another set of features.
The feature vector from horizontal slices and the feature vector from vertical
slices are clubbed together to give the feature vector of the gait of a given
individual.

We use Multiclass Support Vector Machine (SVM)[15] for training and testing
our model. SVM uses discriminating method of training and predicts multivari-
ate outputs. Let S = {(x1, y1),. . . ,(xm, ym)} be a set of m training examples.
xi is a vector of the training dataset (xi ∈ χ) and yi is an integer from the
set Y = {1, . . . , k}, where k is the number of classes. A multiclass classifier is a
function H: χ → Y that maps an instance x to an element y of Y . The classifier
used by us is of the form:

HM (x) = arg
k

max
r=1

{Mr.x} (6)

The matrix M is of size k×n, n is the number of features in the vector, Mr is
the rth row of M . The predicted label for a probe vector x is the index of the
row attaining the highest similarity score with x. The empirical error is given
by:

εS(M) =
1
m

m∑
i=1

[max
r

{Mr.x + 1 − δy,r} − My.x] (7)
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δp.q = 1 if p=q and 0 otherwise. This bound is zero if the confidence value
of the correct label is larger by at least 1 than the confidence assigned to rest
of the labels. Otherwise there is a loss which is linearly proportional to the
difference between the confidence of the correct label and the maximum among
the confidence of other labels.

4 Result and Conclusion

We have used CMU’s Mobo dataset [9] for our experiments. It comprises of in-
door video sequences of 25 subjects. Different modes of walking are considered
i.e. walking on an inclined plane, walking with a ball in one hand, fast walk and
slow walk. A person in different modes of walk is considered to be of different
class. So, if there are five people in our dataset each recorded for all four modes
of walk, there is a total of twenty classes. The binary silhouettes in the dataset
are normalized and horizontally aligned. By normalization we mean to propor-
tionally resize each silhouette image so that all silhouettes have the same height.
Horizontal alignment is to center the upper half silhouette part with respect to
its horizontal centroid.

The CMU dataset contains binary silhouettes of size 640×486 and there are
34 such frames per gait cycle. So, the dimension of gait volume is 640×486×34.
For horizontal slices we fix the first dimension, while for the vertical slices we fix
the second dimension. Thus, the dimension of a horizontal slice is 486×34 while
that for vertical slice is 640×34.

Fig. 4. The Correct Class Recognition (CCR) percentage

We have used 10 fold cross validation technique for testing our model. We tested
on all the four types of walk separately. The correct class recognition (CCR) for
individuals walking with a ball was 96.5%. For individuals walking at high pace
and for individuals walking on an inclined plane, the CCR was 93%. CCR for slow
walk was 82%. When our training and testing data contained feature vectors from
all the modes of walking, the CCR achieved was 73% (Figure 4).
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Fig. 5. Comparative Results in CCR of different Algorithms on CMU Dataset (Ref.
[10])

A comparative result is shown in Figure 5. It gives the CCR of various al-
gorithms tested on CMU Mobo dataset. We have taken this data from Sarkar’s
work [10] and included our result. Our algorithm performs better than others for
fast walk and walking with a ball. There was no data available for inclined plane
walk, so a comparison could not be done. Thus, temporal slice can be potentially
used as a feature for gait recognition.
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